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Horsham District continues to show positive growth regarding its economic health. Horsham can 

boast a higher number of home owners, an increase in visitors to the town, higher wages for its 

residents and strong commercial presences within many of the districts. Unemployment figures are 

also very low comparing favourably to many other local authorities across the country. The 

population of the district is skewed towards the 50+ categories however.  
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1. About this report 
The information in this report has been gathered from a variety of reliable sources and collates the 

most up to date information currently available. Much of the information comes from the 2011 

Census, which is now five years old. However, Census information release is still an on-going 

process as the data collected is analysed in different ways. Where it has been possible to attain 

more recent information from other sources, this has been included within the report giving a more 

current and complete landscape. 

Whilst this report will continue to be updated on a regular basis, for now it is hoped that the 

combination of data collected in this report helps to build up an informative picture of the 

Economic landscape of the Horsham district and its present health. 

For convenience, this profile will use “Horsham” and “Horsham district” interchangeably to refer to 

the district as a whole. When the town of Horsham is directly referred to, it will be explicitly noted 

within the text. 
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2. Geographical Characteristics 
Horsham town, the commercial and administrative centre of Horsham district, is located midway 

between London and the South Coast.  The district it gives its name to is an area that stretches 

between Gatwick Airport and the edge of the South Downs National Park, and covers an area of 

205 square miles of open countryside and designated areas of outstanding natural beauty.  

The district is 85% rural and derives much of its economic success from its location midway 

between London and the coast and its close proximity to Gatwick airport with excellent transport 

links: 

 Less than 20 minutes from Gatwick International Airport 

 Direct routes to London and the South Coast via M23, M25, and A24 

 Good access to the South Coast ferry ports 

 Over 80 rail connections to London daily – fastest journey time around 48 minutes 

Additionally, Horsham is within close proximity to other major centres from around the south east 

region of England having strong transport links between these as well (A24 to Dorking, A281 to 

Guilford among others). 

This places the district at the heart of the Gatwick Diamond, an economic partnership consisting of 

the local authorities surrounding Gatwick. As part of the Coast to Capital Local Enterprise 

Partnership, Gatwick Diamond is committed to growing the economy of the area and creating jobs.  

Horsham is, therefore, in a prime position to benefit from, and contribute to, the opportunities 

created by this partnership within the Gatwick Diamond. 

Horsham district boasts 23 picturesque rural market towns and villages along with the thoughtfully 

planned and developed historic market town of Horsham. The largest of these communities are 

detailed below (population and household information is taken from the 2011 census [1], and is 

based on the electoral wards. As a result, some of the stated figures include nearby rural areas and 

smaller villages):  

Within the Gatwick Diamond 

Horsham town – 49,000 residents in 21,000 households 

Southwater – 11,000 residents in 3,900 households 

 

Within South Downs National Park 

Pulborough – 6,100 residents in 2,800 households (including Coldwaltham) 

Storrington – 9,600 residents in 4,400 households (including Amberley, Parham, Sullington and 

Washington) 

Steyning – 6,300 residents in 2,900 households 
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Connecting the Gatwick Diamond and the South Downs 

Billingshurst – 9,400 residents in 4,100 households (including Shipley) 

Henfield – 5,100 residents in 2,300 households 

 

The current population estimate for the District, from the office of national statistics [2], is 136,000 

residents and this is predicted to grow to 137,000 people in the next year (2017). It is therefore 

probable that the population of each town record has since increased from the time of the last 

census.   
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3. Social Statistics 
Horsham has a population that is generally economically affluent and educated to a high standard. 

The crime rate within the District is also relatively low (38.6 per 1000 population as of 2015), which 

has seen a slight increase in the last available year compared to previous (34.3 – 38.6 respectively) 

[3]  

3.1 Demographics 
The next part of the section provides a detailed breakdown of the current demographic within the 

population. At the time of writing, the population of the district is both growing and aging. The vast 

majority of residents are white, although the percentage of ethnic minorities is rising, increasing 

from 2% of the population in 2001 to just over 4% in the latest census [4]. As the last census was 5 

years ago it is quite possible that this figure has increased further still.  

3.1.1.  TOTAL RESIDENT POPULATION 

Females (51.4%) outnumber males in the district (fig.1), which is in line with trends across the 

country, although the divide is slightly more prominent in the district and across the county than 

across the region and nationally. This can perhaps be attributed to the rising average age of 

residents, whereby women tend to live longer than men do. The current life expectancy in West 

Sussex, as of 2014, for women at birth is 84.2 and for men 80. 6 [5]. Over the past decade the 

population of Horsham has grown by 6.8% – in line with the national growth rate but slightly below 

the West Sussex average. Population projections from 2012 predict that the district’s population in 

mid-2023 will be 142,000, matching the previous decade’s 6.8% growth rate [6]. 
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3.1.2. MIGRATION 

Migration in Horsham District is broadly characterised by young adults moving away and new 

families moving in with children. Possible reasons for this migratory trend could be the general lack 

of further education opportunities within the district and the low availability of accommodation 

affordable to those on entry level jobs in the area. The price of flats sold in the area, averaged at 

£210,717 [7].  

Net migration fell slightly between 2001 and 2011 (Appendix 2), which was predominantly due to 

an increase in the number of 16 to 24 year olds leaving (fig. 2). This was slightly balanced out by an 

increase in net migration of over 25s. Changes in the recorded age ranges make it difficult to 

compare directly within the 25 to 64 year old range, but the fall in net migration among 0 to 4 year 

olds 

and the 

rise 

among 5 to 15 year olds suggests that families moving into Horsham are now older than was 

previously the case. Perhaps this is due to rising house prices making the district less affordable for 

new families, as shown by the average house price within the District (Average terrace house price 

£326,415 an increase of around 4% on the previous year [7]). 

3.1.3. AGE PROFILE 

Figure 3 below, shows the current age profile of the population within Horsham, West Sussex, the 

South East and Great Britain. Horsham District has an increasingly aging population, with 42% of the 

population over the age of 50 [8]. This is likely to increase further in the future. The population of 

Horsham has grown at a much faster rate than the county, the region and nationally (2.7% 

Figure 1, showing the current number of males and females within the district and the county. Original 
numbers in Appendix 1 

Figure 2, shows the net movement of each age group into and out of the district. Full data in Appendix 2 
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compared to 1.8%, 1.8% and 1.5% respectively). The highest proportion of the population falls 

within the 30-49 age category which is the same nationally [9] [10].However the number of 

residents in this age category has decrease (-2.1%) since 2013 and this is a general trend that is the 

same across the board. In the District, the lowest proportion of residents falls within the 15-29 age 

category. However this has shown an increase of 4.3% from 2013 figures. The age category that 

continues to exhibit the greatest amount of growth is 65+ (5.6%), again this is consistent with 

trends seen with the County, Region and nationally. Part of the reason for this could be due to the 

types of housing on offer within the district and the respective prices. It may also be down to the 

mentality of the 65+ age category, whereby many residents look to find a retirement property.  
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Figure 3, shows the current percentages of each age group within the District. Comparison data can be found 
in Appendix 3 
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3.1.4. ETHNIC PROFILE 

In line with national trends, White British remains the majority ethnic group. Within the district 

itself, there has been an increase in the number of people from the Black Minority Ethnic (BME) 

groups. The 2001 census showed that 2% of the population consisted of BME people; this rose to 

over 4% as calculated from the 2011 census [1] [4]. A further break down of the ethnic profile of the 

district can be found in figure 5. 
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Figure 4, shows the change, as a percentage, for each age group in the District. Comparison data can be found in Appendix 3 

Figure 5, shows the ethnic composition of the District as a percentage compared to the county. Regional and National data can 
be found in Appendix 4 
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3.1.5. SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE 

Within Horsham district, there is a higher percentage of residents in higher and intermediate 

occupations as well as self-employment compared with the current national average [11]. Of  

course, considering this information is now 5 years out of date, it can be assumed that this has 

changed somewhat. Correspondingly, fewer residents are employed within lower occupations or 

are currently in long-term unemployment (Table 1). The district also has a lower number of full time 

students in higher and further education which, in part, is due to the lack of higher educational 

facilities within the district.  

 Table 1, displays the distribution and type of jobs occupied by residents in the District, County, Region and Country   

Socio-economic classification  
Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East 

England and 

Wales* 

  Actual % % % % 

1 Higher Managerial, Administrative and 

Professional Occupations 14,337 15.2% 11.7% 12.6% 10.3% 

---1.1 Large Employers and Higher Managerial 

and Administrative Occupations 3,336 3.5% 2.8% 2.9% 2.4% 

---1.2 Higher Professional occupations 11,001 11.7% 8.9% 9.7% 7.9% 

2 Lower Managerial, Administrative and 

Professional Occupations 24,652 26.1% 23.7% 23.4% 20.8% 

3 Intermediate Occupations 13,406 14.2% 14.7% 13.6% 12.7% 

4 Small Employers and Own Account Workers 11,041 11.7% 11.2% 10.2% 9.4% 

5 Lower Supervisory and Technical Occupations 5,825 6.2% 6.9% 6.5% 6.9% 

6 Semi-Routine Occupations 10,612 11.3% 13.8% 12.7% 14.1% 

7 Routine Occupations 6,431 6.8% 8.6% 8.9% 11.1% 

8 Never Worked and Long-Term Unemployed 2,360 2.5% 3.2% 3.7% 5.6% 

Not Classified (Full-Time Students) 5,654 6.0% 6.2% 8.3% 9.0% 

Table showing the socio-economic classifications (NS-SEC) of Horsham district residents, and comparing the proportions with 

those of West Sussex, the South East and England and Wales*. 

Source: 2011 Census Socio-Economic Classification data  

National Statistics Socio-Economic Classification (NS-SEC) - used to classify employment relations and conditions of employment. 

Numbers and percentages are for those aged 16-74. 

* Statistics not available for Scotland. 
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3.2. Poverty / Deprivation 
 

Compared with national and local figures, Horsham district has a low percentage of benefits 

claimants. Horsham was ranked 305th out of the 326 districts in England rated on indices of multiple 

deprivation in 2013 (barriers to housing and service; education, skills and training; health 

deprivation and disability; and living environment), demonstrating Horsham’s relatively high 

standard of living (Appendix 5) [12]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3. Crime 
Actual crime rates in Horsham are amongst the lowest in the country, with figures per 1000 of the 

population nearly half that nationally (38.6 compared to 71.1) [3]. One reason for this lower than 

average crime rate could be due to the current age demographic and profile of the District. 

Residents of an older age (50+) tend to be less active in the committal of crimes in comparison to 

younger residents [3]. The types and amount of crime are shown in figure 7. 
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Figure 6, shows the current number of benefit claimants in the District, County, Region and Country. Source: DWP benefit 

claimants (November 2016), 
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3.4. Education 
Educational achievement is above average when compared to both regional and national averages, 

with only a very small percentage of the districts population attaining no or low qualification levels 

(fig. 8) [13] [14]. 
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Figure 7, shows the type and number of crimes committed in the District, County, Region and Country. Original data can be 
found in Appendix 6 

Figure 8, details the types of qualifications that residents of Horsham District currently hold. Comparison data 
for the County, Region and Country can be found in Appendix 7 
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4. Economic Characteristics 
Horsham district has an economically active population, which is characterised by large amounts of 

self-employment and outbound commuting. Unemployment is low, when compared to national 

figures (0.7% < 2.0%), and is continuing to fall further.  

4.1. Labour 
The labour supply of the district is in excess of the number of employee jobs which is linked to a 

high number of both commuters, outbound from the region to other areas, and the self-employed. 

However, unemployment figures in the district are still relatively low. 

4.1.1. WORKING AGE POPULATION 

Around 60% of the district’s population are of working age, which is approximately the same as the 

West Sussex average, but slightly below the regional (62.2%) and national (63.5%) levels (fig. 9). 

This is evidenced by the increase in the number of elderly residents in the community [8]. A higher 

percentage of males than females are of working age, which reflects a national pattern and is a 

consequence of generally higher life expectancy for females, as seen across the UK. 

4.1.2. LABOUR SUPPLY 

Horsham has a high proportion of economically active residents, particularly among males (92.5%) 

when compared to regional and national (85.7% and 83.1% respectively) figures (Appendix 9). The 

number of economically active females has dropped significantly by nearly 10% from 82.2% down 
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Figure 9, shows the percentage of the population that are of working age for the District, County, Region and Country. 
Appendix 8. 
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to 72.6%. The large drop appears to be due to a reduction in the number of females in self-

employment which has resulted in the sample size being too small to get an accurate percentage 

calculated. This figure is now below that of West Sussex and the South East; however it is in line 

with national figures (72.2%). Figure 10 has the current percentage of combined males and females 

who are economically active [13] [14].  

The Horsham District has relatively low unemployment, reflecting the high number of jobs both 

within the district and jobs that are close enough to commute to. Furthermore, part of the reason 

for this low level of unemployment is the large number of self-employed residents who live in the 

district. Self-employment among males and females is, however, dropping with the economic 

recovery and the greater availability of jobs around the local area. This trend of reduced 

unemployment and higher numbers of economically active residence can be seen at county, 

regional and national levels.  
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Figure 10, shows the current number of economically active residents in the District, County, Region and Country.  Data for males 
and females found in Appendix 9. 
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4.1.3. JOBS DENSITY 
Horsham’s job density, representing the ratio of jobs to residents aged 16 to 64, was 0.79 for 2013. 

This has subsequently dropped down to 0.75 as of 2014 (last available data). This is, however, an 

increase from the density of 0.71 recorded for 2012, but is below that of regional density, 0.85, and 

national figures, 0.80. [13]. Various factors may be contributing to this figure including, but not 

limited to: commuting trends, age of the population, number of occupied shop units and migration.  

4.1.4. BUSINESS TYPE 
Of the employed residents in Horsham District, the majority are within full time employment 

(69.20%). This trend is replicated through the county, region and country as would be expected (fig. 

12). In the district, the number of people currently higher than that of the county and region and 

slightly above national levels as well (69.10%). The higher number of full time employees may be 

due to the number of residents who commute to London and other major centres for work. 
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Figure 11, shows the total number of residents in employment, employees and self-employed, and those currently unemployed. 
Complete data can be found in Appendix 9. 

Figure 12, shows the percentage of the employed population in part-time and full-time employment for the District, County, 
Region and Country. Appendix 10. 
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The vast majority of Horsham jobs are within businesses of the service industry, particularly 

wholesale, retail, business services and the public sector [13] [14]. This reflects the reality 

nationally. However, the public sector (21.8% of all jobs) represents a lower percentage of district 

jobs than is the case nationally (28.0%), while wholesale and retail offers considerably more jobs 

than in the wider areas (fig. 13). 

Horsham district also contrasts with regional trends, with a higher proportion of manufacturing and 

construction jobs (7.7% and 6.4% compared to 7.2% and 3.9% respectively) although the 

percentage of manufacturing jobs is still lower than nationally (8.5%). Transport storage provides a 

small number of jobs locally compared with the national level. 

Over the last decade, the largest contributors to job growth in the district have been health, 

utilities, business services, recreation, and residential care and social work, where the district 

performed above or at similar levels to regional and national growth rates. During the same period, 

the district saw significant job losses in telecoms, transport and finance and insurance sectors. [15, 

p. 45] 

Furthermore, as of 2008, 27.1% of Horsham’s businesses were knowledge-based, which was higher 

than the South East percentage of 25.6 % and much higher than the national proportion (21.8%). 

[15, pp. 51-52] Given that knowledge-based businesses tend to grow faster and have greater 

potential than other sectors, this bodes well for the district’s future growth performance. Some 

caution needs to be taken with these figures due to the date since this was last surveyed; the 

proportion of jobs that are knowledge-based may have changed since 2008.  
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Figure 13, shows the distribution of jobs for each sector in the Horsham District. Appendix 10 gives a comparison with the 
County, Region and Country 
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4.1.5. EMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATION 

Horsham has a higher percentage of its working population in the first three major occupation 

groups than the county, region and country (as a whole 55.4% to 48.7% to 49.1% to 44.9% 

respectively) [13]. This demonstrates the high proportion of service industry jobs, particularly in the 

finance, business and technological sectors (fig. 14). 

 

Figure 14, shows the distribution and types of job currently occupied by Horsham District Residents. Appendix 11 gives a 
comparison with the County, Region and Country. 

4.1.6. UNEMPLOYMENT 

Horsham continues to boast one of the lowest unemployment rates in the country (fig. 15a) and is 

the second lowest in the county behind Mid Sussex (0.5%). The number of JSA (Jobseekers 

Allowance) claimants has again dropped by 35% since March 2014 [16] [17]. This fall is evenly 

distributed across all the age categories, although 18 to 24 year olds are still more likely to be 

claiming JSA than older people, which could be due in part to the lack of further educational 

facilities and the situation regarding entry level jobs.  

Whilst unemployment generally has been falling for some time, a more recent trend both in 

Horsham district and across the country is that long term (over 12 months) unemployment is now 

also falling, and has actually halved in Horsham district in the last year, after falling 39% in the year 

before that. Figure 15b shows the currently number of long term claimants.  
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Figure 15a, the current number of claimants of Job Seekers' Allowance, both males and females, for the District, County, 
Region and Country. Appendix 12 

Figure 15b, current number of claimants by duration of claim for the District, County, Region and Country. Appendix 12.  
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4.2. Housing 
Horsham has a relatively high number of residents living in private housing than is true nationally 

(76.2% and 65.1% respectively). House prices are generally high as well within Horsham (Table 2), 

when compared to other areas and nationally.  

4.2.1. HOUSING AFFORDABILITY 

House prices are higher in Horsham town (£361,509) compared with the West Sussex average 

(£340,612) [7], and the national average (£204,947) [18], although prices are comparable to nearby 

towns of similar size such as Chichester and Haywards Heath (Table 2). These prices are much 

higher when compared to the other districts of Crawley and Worthing, The higher prices are 

reflected across the rest of the district, perhaps due to the fact that much of the District is classified 

as mainly rural (around 85%) and therefore houses may be built over a larger area of land, 

subsequently raising the price of property. An analysis of the types of property sold and their 

volume may be useful in clarifying this. 

Table 2, shows the sold house prices from 2016 of different types of property in Horsham District and West Sussex 

Horsham District House Prices Horsham Billingshurst Henfield Pulborough Steyning 

Average Price £361,509 £349,822 £420,855 £523,520 £393,023 

Detached £567,114 £448,507 £46,977 £714,530 £530,950 

Semi -Detached - £338,571 £334,293 - £385,081 

Terraced £326,415 £304,633 £83,354 £307,640 - 

Flat / Maisonette £210,717 - - £213,189 £176,565 

Table showing the average prices paid for houses in Horsham district in the last year, across five towns/villages. 

Source: Rightmove House Prices [7] 

Data is based on house sales, and may not reliably reflect the actual market. Information is not available for all house types in all areas. 

Horsham refers here to the town, as opposed to the district. 

 West Sussex House 

Prices 
West Sussex Arundel Chichester Crawley Haywards Heath Worthing 

Average Price £340,612 £418,348 £361,595 £283,560 £379,120 £279,143 

Detached £518,510 - - - £570,343 £427,780 

Semi -Detached - £347,366 £374,590 £324,144 £403,136 - 

Terraced £292,315 £467,588 £349,233 £271,359 - £279,615 

Flat / Maisonette £197,732 £276,163 £242,884 £199,159 £225,207 £191,255 

Table showing the average prices paid for houses in West Sussex in the last year, and in five towns outside Horsham district. 

Source: Rightmove House Prices [7] 

Data is based on house sales, and may not reliably reflect the actual market. Information is not available for all house types in all areas. 

Chichester, Crawley and Worthing refer here to the city/towns, as opposed to the districts/borough. 

 

Horsham house prices have risen by 4% from last year’s prices, which is below the current increase 

in the West Sussex average (Table 3). Chichester and Crawley have seen the largest growth rates in 

house prices of major West Sussex locations in the last year. For Crawley, this may be due to the 

distance of Crawley from London, marking it out as an ideal commuter location. 
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Table 3, shows the most recent price change in house prices across the county 

Annual Change in House Price 

Horsham West Sussex Arundel Chichester Crawley Haywards Heath Worthing 

+4% +7% +7% +10% +9% +9% +7% 

Table showing the change in average prices of houses sold in the past year. 

Source: Rightmove House Prices Accessed 29/11/2016 

Data is based on house sales, and may not reliably reflect the actual market. 

Horsham, Chichester, Crawley and Worthing refer here to the towns/city, as opposed to the districts/borough. 

4.2.2. COUNCIL TAX 

Council tax premiums are generally in line, although at the lower end of the average, with those 

across West Sussex, as can be seen in Table 4.  

Table 4, displays current council tax rates for the various local authorities in the county 

 

4.2.3.  HOUSING TENURE 

Horsham has a higher level of privately owned homes than most of the country (fig. 16). This 

probably reflects both the higher than average salaries of residents of the district and the fact that 

there are many long-term residents, many of whom are now beyond working age (18-64). This has 

meant that the national trend towards renting has not transpired in Horsham to the same extent. 

This could be explained through a number of different factors. For example, many residents in 

Horsham have lived in the area for a considerable amount of time which may influence the number 

of homeowners. The District is generally economically affluent and therefore could be more likely 

to purchase property rather than rent [24] [25].   

Charges for a Band D Property 

Horsham Adur Arun Chichester Crawley Mid Sussex Worthing 

£1,509.55- 

£1,587.28 

£1,639.04 - 

£1,669.55 

£1,523.12 

£1,637.69 

£1,502.61 - 

£1,620.95 £1,546.07 

£1,515.21 - 

£1,623.89 £1,577.03 

Table showing the lowest and highest annual Council Tax charges for Band D properties within each of the districts in West 

Sussex. 

Source: Central Sussex Council Tax Bands and Charges [19], Arun Council Tax Bands and Charges [20], Chichester Council Tax Charges [21], 

Crawley Council Tax [22], Adur-Worthing Council Tax Bands and Charges [23] 

All charges for the 2015-2016 tax year. 
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4.3. Working life 
Currently, the district has high numbers of outbound commuters (40.1% of all total workers), who 

tend to earn significantly more than those who work in Horsham district. However, Horsham’s 

productivity is relatively high compared with most other West Sussex districts. It is likely that the 

trend of outbound commuters from Horsham and inbound commuters to Horsham will continue 

going forward. 

4.3.1. AVERAGE EARNINGS 

Figure 17a and 17b, show that average earnings for residents in the district are significantly higher 

than those working in but living outside the district. The large numbers of commuters, particularly 

out-commuters, would indicate that many of those who work in Horsham live, relatively speaking, 

in less expensive housing areas, whilst many who live in Horsham commute to London, Crawley and 

Gatwick where salaries are generally higher [26] [27]. This tends to be a trend across the South 

East, whereby many workers commute into London and other major centres to their place of work. 

It is notable that pay for females working within the district (fig. 17a) is substantially above national 

and regional averages and that median pay for females is 94% of the average male’s earnings, 

compared to 83% nationally [13] [14]. 
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Figure 16, shows the current percentage of home owners, private and social rent and those residents living rent free for the 
District, County, Region and Country. Original data can be found in Appendix 13 
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Conversely, for those who live in Horsham District, male residents earn considerably more than the 

national and regional averages. Female residents actually earn about the same amount as those 

who work within the district. In fact, the median earnings of female residents are just 75% that of 

male residents, compared to 83% nationally. This probably reflects the fact that female residents 

are less likely than their male counterparts to commute to higher paying jobs outside the district, 

perhaps due to familial commitments or the types of jobs on offer outside of the district.   
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Figure 17a, gross weekly wage of people, as both males and females, who work in the District, County, Region and Country. 
Original figures can be found in Appendix 14. 

Figure 17b, gross weekly wage of residents, as both males and female, who work in the District, County, Region and Country. 
Original figures can be found in Appendix 14. 
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4.3.2. PRODUCTIVITY 

Horsham’s productivity, as measured by GVA (gross value added) (Appendix 15), compares 

favourably to most of West Sussex (Table 5). Only Crawley and Worthing have higher GVA, although 

in Crawley’s case it is significantly higher. This still puts Horsham’s productivity below the national 

average of £41,060 reflecting the number of residents that commute out of the district to work, a 

trend true of West Sussex as a whole, being part of the commuter region. The most productive 

industries in the district are a strong business services sector and a manufacturing sector that has 

adapted well to economic conditions and a dwindling employment base. 

Between 1997 and 2013, the greatest rise in productivity came in the telecoms and health services 

sectors, with recreation, business services, retail and administration also performing well. 

Construction and transport saw a reduction in production, and extraction and mining also 

disappeared from the district in this period. [15, pp. 46-47] 

 
Table 5, shows the average gross value added per worker for all districts in West Sussex. 

Average GVA per worker 

Horsham Adur Arun Chichester Crawley Mid Sussex Worthing 

£40,530 £39,030 £37,120 £37,970 £46,380 £39,430 £41,530 

Source: Experian 2013, NLP analysis [15, p. 47] 

4.3.3. TRAVEL TO WORK 

Horsham district has a large net commuting outflow of around 10,000 (26,688 outbound compared 

to 16,728 inbound). London and Crawley are the largest commuter targets, with large numbers also 

commuting to the rest of West Sussex, parts of Surrey and Brighton. High percentages of both in- 

and out-commuters use private vehicles (cars, vans, taxis, motorbikes etc.) in their commute, 

reflecting the difficulties of using public transport in the district, especially in rural areas [28] [29]. 

Of the nearby districts with a similar rural/urban mix, Horsham’s net commuting is comparable to 

Mid Sussex, although substantially higher than Chichester, which could be down to the distance of 

Chichester from London. 

Most of the public transport usage by outbound commuters is by those working in London. A 

surprisingly low percentage of people commuting to Crawley use public transport given the train 

link to Horsham, Billingshurst and Pulborough. The public transport usage by commuters from the 

district is significantly lower than that of Mid Sussex residents, which is partly because a higher 

percentage of Mid Sussex’s out-commuters work in London and Brighton, and partly because (and 

this is also a cause of the first reason) the transport links to London and Brighton are much better 

from Mid Sussex than from Horsham.  

When comparing Horsham’s figures from the 2001 census [29] and the 2011 census [28],there has 

been a shift from private vehicle usage towards the use of public transport and the use of cycling 

and walking (fig 18a). This is true of both in-bound and out-bound commuters. Recent government 
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campaigns to encourage the use of other methods of transport rather than private transport may 

be a contributing factor to this (Cycle to work scheme [30]).  

Over the decade between the 2001 and 2011 censuses, the most significant change in habits was an 

increase in the number of people working from home. However the number of in-commuters had 

increased during this period. This is in spite of a decrease in the number of non-home-based jobs.  

Residents may have vacated these jobs to work from home or, in fewer numbers, to work outside 

the district (a change of around 5%). 

There are several possible reasons for this shift towards home-working and presumably the answer 

is a combination, although without more information it is difficult to know the importance of each. 

It is inevitable that there will be an increase in home-working as infrastructure improves, transport 

prices increase and employers become more flexible. 

However, this trend may have been exacerbated by the global financial crisis. The increase in 

unemployment as a result of the crisis drove many people into self-employment, and in turn many 

of those start-ups were based at home. The crisis may also have led pre-existing small businesses to 

move out of commercial property sites and into the home as a cost-cutting measure and, hence, 

the difficulty in gauging the number of, and importance of the reasons for this shift.  

The number of start-up businesses during the period can help to provide some insight to the 

current situation regarding working practices of the population within the district.  

Five years on from the last census, then, it is difficult to know whether the trend reflected in these 

figures has continued, or whether the recovery has in turn led to a move back to commercial 

property for small businesses and for the self-employed to move back into employment. New 

research in the near future on home-based businesses may shed more light on the question. There 

Figure 18a, showing the number and type of transport used for commuting into and out of the District as a percentage for the 
years 2001 and 2011. Appendix 16 
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is an indication that more commercial units are being occupied by small businesses than previously, 

which will be discussed later. Some conclusions can be drawn, therefore, on the reasons for this. 

Figure 18b, indicates a change in the number of residents who both live and work in the district, 

down around 5% in 2011, compared to the 2001 census data.  

 

Overall, average travel to work time for Horsham residents has fallen from 33 minutes to 31 

minutes and has dropped even further during the last year to 28 minutes. This is around the same 

as Mid Sussex (33 Minutes), and is also roughly in line with Chichester’s average of 30 minutes [31]. 

Average commuter time for Chichester had been much lower due to a majority of Chichester’s 

commuting being within the county and to Hampshire, rather than to London as is the case for 

Horsham and Mid Sussex. This pattern does seem to have changed slightly as indicated by the most 

recent commuter timings [28]. This could be down to an increase in road traffic during commuting 

hours, or, as suggested in the last census, a switch to alternative forms of transport.   
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Figure 18b, showing the percentage of residents that live and work in the District and how they commute to work for the years 
2001 and 2011. Appendix 17. 
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4.4. Industry 
Horsham district has a large number of businesses, most of which are of a small size. Start-up rates 

are falling proportionally, because of falling unemployment, but high survival rates in the district 

mean that the number of active businesses has been growing. Horsham boasts a large amount of 

commercial and industrial property, although much of this is poor quality (included in section 

4.4.8). There are also a large number of home-based businesses.  

4.4.1. BUSINESS IN HORSHAM 

Some Major Employers in Horsham District 

Royal & Sun Alliance  Lifestyle Europe Holdings Limited 

RSPCA Headquarters    Southdown Housing Association  

Christ’s Hospital School  Minster Cleaning Services  

Kate’s Cakes  A J Walter Aviation Limited 

Trend Control Systems Limited  Ceres Power 

Sony DADC UK Ltd  Enterprise Services Group  

Pavilions in the Park Tesla Engineering Ltd  

Paula Rosa Kitchens  Fisher Clinical Services UK Ltd  

Damovo UK Ltd  Saxon Weald 

Sussex Health Care Thakeham Mushrooms Ltd 

JVM Equipment Limited Creative Assembly 

4.4.2. ACTIVE BUSINESSES 
Horsham, with Mid Sussex, has the largest number of active businesses in the county (7,560 and 

7,550 respectively) [32] and performs well in this area in terms of business to population ratio. 2012 

saw the first net rise in businesses in Horsham for some time (fig. 19a and 19b), suggesting the 

beginning of a recovery from the recession. This success continued in 2013 and 2014, reflecting a 

wider surge of business growth across the country. Growth has slowed slightly within the District, 

down to 2.6% growth, whereas in the county, region and nationally it has increased further. 

Figure 19a, shows the number of VAT registered business within Horsham District year on year. Comparison figures in 
Appendix 18. 
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4.4.3. BUSINESS START-UPS 

Horsham district had 1028 new start-up businesses between May 2014 and April 2015, 

representing a rate of 128 start-ups for every 10,000 people of working age. However, business 

start-ups have fallen considerably from that of the previous year. This may have been partly caused 

by the falling unemployment figures, which will have reduced the pool of people with the incentive 

and even the opportunity to start a business. However, it is potentially more likely that due to 

tighter financial controls, business start-ups are unable to freely access finance from lending 

companies and the larger banks. It is still encouraging, then, that in the four years following the 

peak of unemployment in 2009, the number of JSA claimants fell by 37%, while the number of start-

ups fell by only slightly since 2013 [32]. This could just be coincidental or due to a number of 

contributing factors such as: residents moving from employment to self-employment, residents of 

non-working age starting in business or a disparity between the raw figures compared to the overall 

stats. 
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Figure 19b, show the percentage change in the number of business year on year for the District, County, Region and Country. Original 
data in Appendix 18. 
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Table 6, showing the number of new business start-ups from 2010 through to 2015 

 Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

 Number +/- Number +/- Number +/- Number +/- 

Started in 2010 575 - 3,195 - 36,910 - 230,555 - 

Started in 2011 665 15.7% 3,480 8.9% 40,775 10.5% 257,625 11.7 

Started in 2012 670 0.8% 3,455 -0.7% 41,245 1.2% 265,630 3.1% 

Started in 2013 920 37.3% 4,340 25.6% 50,895 23.4% 341,630 28.6% 

Started in 2014 880 -4.3% 4,315 -0.6% 51,280 0.8% 345,780 1.2% 

Started in 2015 830 -5.7% 4,565 5.8% 55,590 8.4% 377,635 9.2% 

Source: Business Demography 2016 
- No data to base percentage change on. 

It is clear in Table 6, during 2013 there was a large spike in the number of businesses set up across 

all four areas measured. This is due, in part, to a government scheme of the time designed to 

reduce the amount of unemployed and get people into work [33]. Redundancy pay may also have 

had an impact here. Where workers may have been made redundant, potentially they may have 

used this to fund the start-up of a business enterprise. 

4.4.4. BUSINESS SURVIVAL RATES 

New businesses registered in Horsham district show slightly greater short-term survival (up to 3 

years) and comparable long-term survival rates when compared to West Sussex, the South East and 

Great Britain as a whole. Only the South East region can boast a better first year survival rate than 

Horsham District. Survival rates across the rest of the South East region would appear, to currently 

be better than the District. The survival rate across all VAT registered businesses in Horsham during 

the year 2014 was 95.5%, which is the last available data, the highest in West Sussex and ranking 

high in comparison to other English districts [32]. 

Figure 20, show the percentage of business deaths from the first year of trading up to the fifth for the District, County, Region and 
Country. Original data in Appendix 19. 
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4.4.5. HORSHAM HOME-BASED BUSINESSES 

The Council recognises the importance of home-based businesses (HBBs), many of which are likely 

to have growth potential. There is little up to date research on the number of HBBs in Horsham 

district, but the 2011 Census [34] showed that 14.5% of Horsham residents in employment worked 

from home compared with 8% across the South East and 6.6% across England and Wales. This is a 

useful indicator of the fact that Horsham has a much higher proportion of homes with businesses 

than elsewhere. 

A national survey from 2014 [35] estimated the South East as having 540,000 HBBs. Making the 

assumption that Horsham district’s percentage contribution to this figure is approximately the 

same as its percentage contribution to home workers, we can estimate that the district is home to 

around 16,000 HBBs, highlighting why the Council has focussed its work on initiatives such as 

Microbiz (Appendix 20) and the Food and Drink Festival. The number of home-based business is 

likely to have changed from the previous estimate considering that it is now 2 years out of date. It 

can be assumed that some of the new start-up businesses from the previous 2 years have been set 

up as home-based businesses and therefore the figure is likely to have inflated during that time.   

4.4.6. BUSINESS SIZE 
Horsham has a higher proportion of micro-businesses than the wider areas, and correspondingly 

fewer large businesses. Over 90% of all Horsham businesses employ less than 9 people and just 

0.2% of businesses employ more than 250 people. From the point of view of businesses per 

resident of working age, Horsham is better served for businesses up to 50 employees than the rest 

of the county, region and country, but has fewer companies with more than 50 employees than 

average [13] [14]. This reduces the dependence on large businesses for jobs, and the corresponding 

risk of large-scale unemployment if a large company leaves, but it does provide a challenge to local 

government to efficiently support such a large number of businesses effectively in order for each to 

survive and subsequently prosper in their current form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 21a, shows the percentage proportion of businesses in Horsham District with different numbers of employees. 
Appendix 21. 
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4.4.7. EMPLOYMENT SPACE 

In 2008, Horsham district had 730,000 square metres of B class floor space, consisting of 

170,000sqm of commercial offices, 310,000sqm of factories and workshops, and 250,000sqm of 

distribution and warehousing space. Other than Crawley, the district had the highest amount of 

industrial space and close to the highest amount of commercial space. 

Over the period from 2000 to 2012, Horsham’s commercial space remained relatively constant, 

with a net increase of 4% over that time, compared with 12% across the South East. However, the 

industrial space in the district increased by 18% over the same period, compared with 2% across the 

region. 

Two thirds of the district’s commercial office space lies within Horsham town with most of the rest 

in Southwater and North of the A264 (North Horsham). The industrial space, on the other hand, is 

much more evenly spaced across the district, with only 25% within Horsham and large 

concentrations around Billingshurst, Storrington and Henfield. [15, pp. 53-55] 

4.4.8. QUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT STOCK 

Horsham district’s employment stock is rated as a mix of average and poor sites, assessed on 

access, proximity to labour, services and compatible businesses, environment and market 

attractiveness. The most common reason for low ratings in the area is poor strategic and local 

access, while most sites have average to good scores for market attractiveness, environment and 

proximity to labour and compatible businesses. Some more remote sites, however, also score 

poorly on access to labour. 

Figure 21b, shows the percentage proportion of businesses in Great Britain with different numbers of employees. 
Comparison data in Appendix 21 
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The highest scoring zones are the two Southwater business parks and the Faygate business centre, 

with most of the central Horsham business sites also scoring well, the exception being the 

Nightingale Industrial Estate, which suffers from very poor local access. The large estates of 

Warnham and Rudgwick Brickworks and Broadlands Business Park in North Horsham were rated as 

poor due to their remoteness [15, pp. 89-101]. 

4.5. Town Centres and Retail Spaces 
Horsham district’s town centres are in good health (With the types of indicators found in Appendix 

24), as shown by occupancy rates of retail units and car park users.  

4.5.1. RETAIL OCCUPATION RATES 

For the town centres within the district that we have figures for, occupancy of retail units is higher 

than the current national average (fig. 22). Nationally, there has been a slow but constant rise over 

the period from November 2011 until March 2015 (around 85.5% up to 87%) [36]. This steady 

national increase has continued since the economic recession, suggesting potential recovery. This is 

not reflected locally, which is probably due to the already high occupation rates. Overall, local 

retailers fared better during the economic crisis, even considering changes in shopping habits, 

compared with their national counterparts. The national figure was almost 95% at the end of 2008 

(pre-recession), in line with Horsham District figures of the past year. The high local retail 

occupancy rate could be linked to the great average wage of residence living in Horsham District, 

with them, therefore, having higher levels of disposable income compared to nationally. 

Furthermore, the support of the Local Government through schemes, seminars and events also 

contributes to the good general business stability within the district 

Figure 22, showing the percentage of retail units occupied in Henfield, Storrington and Horsham town since the end of 2011, as 
compared to countrywide figures 

 

Latest available figures for occupancy in Horsham town centre are 93.6%, showing a slight drop in 

occupancy since March 2015. Occupancy rates of retail space for the market towns measured, 

Local figures, particularly Henfield and Storrington, are volatile due to the small number of units (around 60 and 100 

respectively, compared with around 460 in Horsham). 

Source: Financial Times “UK shop vacancy rates fall back to 2010 levels” [36] Horsham District figures are from internal records 
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Henfield and Storrington, has increase since March 2015 to 100% and 97.3% respectively. Table 7 

shows the current rate of occupancy for a variety of market towns in the District. National rates 

have risen from around 87% in March 2015 to 89.9% in August 2016 [37].  

Table 7, shows the current level of retail unit occupation for a selection of the market towns within Horsham District 

4.5.2. PARKING 

There were 1,544,073 paid users of Horsham town centre car parks between April 2014 and March 

2015, an increase of 6.5% from the April 2008 to March 2009. This contradicts the general national 

downward trend caused both by alternatives to high street shopping and, in part, by the recession, 

as seen in figure 23. The trend seems to have continued, whereby footfall has declined further year 

on year. UK wide October 2016 footfall, for example, has declined 2.7% compared with the same 

period in 2015 [38]. Horsham did see a noticeable drop during the recession years between April 

2009 and March 2013 of around 7% from 08/09 numbers, but subsequently recovered. With the 

increase in paid users of parking, it can be surmised that the town is seeing considerably more 

footfall and, therefore, potential custom for businesses currently residing within Horsham town. 

This can only be a good sign for the economic development of the town. Furthermore, increases in 

the number of visitors to the town centre may be due to initiatives within Horsham District such as 

the various weekly markets and attractive events such as Piazza Italia, offering a unique and 

contemporary shopping experience for the consumer.  

Figure 23, shows the yearly change for each month for retail footfall UK wide. Appendix 22 

 Horsham Henfield Storrington Billingshurst Steyning Southwater Pulborough Great 

Britain 

Current 

occupancy 

rate 

93.6% 100.0% 97.3% 94.5% 92.0% 96.8% 100.0% 89.9% 

Local figures can be volatile due to small numbers of retail sites in some of the local market towns. 

Current occupancy rates for Horsham, local market towns in the District and Great Britain [source: internal figures] 
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5. Summary 
The information provided in this report develops a clearer image of an economically and socially 

healthy district. After a time of global, national and local economic difficulties, Horsham is 

benefitting from a wider economic upturn, with decreasing unemployment and an increase in the 

number of local businesses as well as an increase in visits within Horsham town itself. 

The population of Horsham is growing at approximately the same rate as the national level, 

although it is an increasingly aging population which raises potential difficulties when it comes to 

providing a workforce pool for businesses. The district has traditionally been popular with young 

professional families but that demographic seems to be shrinking, perhaps due to higher property 

prices. The ethnic make-up of the population is changing all the time with 4% identifying in black 

and ethnic minority groups at the last census which may have increased in the five years since the 

census. 

Unemployment is falling rapidly and is lower in all categories of sex, age and duration of claim than 

nationally. The district has a large number of businesses compared to most of the other local 

authorities in the county, the majority of which are small and home-based. A trend of net business 

loss due to the global economic crisis was reversed in 2012 and 2013 saw a significant increase in 

businesses Many of the current businesses within Horsham are small in terms of employee figures 

with the majority employing less than 100 people. In general, however, people who live in the 

district but work elsewhere earn more than those who work in the district due to the fact that most 

commuters work within London, where wages are higher. 

House prices are high in Horsham compared to the national and regional averages, although 

broadly in line with similar locations in West Sussex. Prices have been rising alongside the West 

Sussex average, but have recently dropped below the average increase of West Sussex.  

The Horsham district has low poverty and deprivation, low crime rates and high educational 

qualifications compared to local and national figures. 
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7. Appendix  
Appendix 1 

 Total Population Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

All people 

135,868 

 

836,256 

 

8,947,913 

 

63,258,413 

 

---Females 69,852 430,526 4,543,540 32,093,097 

---Males 66,016 405,730 4,404,373 31,165,316 

Table showing the populations of Horsham, West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain, in total and by sex. 

Source: ONS mid-2015 population estimates [8] 

 

Appendix 2 

Migration by age 2011 Net Migration 2001 Net Migration Difference 

All people 867 1,142 -275 

---Age 0 to 4 186 248 -62 

---Age 5 to 15 390 327 +63 

---Age 16 to 19 -569 -339 -230 

---Age 20 to 24 -219 13 -232 

---Age 25 to 64
*
 963 840 123 

------ Age 25 to 34 406 - - 

------ Age 35 to 49 478 - - 

------ Age 50 to 64 79 - - 

---Age 65 to 74 62 36 26 

---Age 75 and over 54 21 33 

Table showing the net migration to Horsham for 2001 and 2011 by age. 

Source: 2011 Census Migration by sex by age, 2001 Census Migration [39] 

*The age categories between 25 and 64 were changed for the 2011 Census, so a like for like comparison is only possible for the full range. 

 

Appendix 3 

Population 

by Age 
Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

 Population % +/- 2010 % +/- 2010 % +/- 2010 % +/- 2010 

Total 135,868  - 2.70% 836256  - 1.80% 8947913 -  1.80% 

---0-14 23,214 17.10% 0.80% 142068 17.00% 2.40% 1601727 17.90% 2.00% 

---15-29 20174 14.80% 4.30% 129601 15.50% -0.30% 1614671 18.00% 0.70% 

---30-49 34136 25.10% -2.10% 214130 25.60% -0.90% 2377714 26.60% -0.80% 

---50-64 28761 21.20% 4.00% 163556 19.60% 4.00% 1674182 18.70% 3.60% 

---65+ 29583 21.80% 5.60% 186901 22.30% 4.30% 1679619 18.80% 4.60% 

Table showing the age of Horsham district’s populace and comparing the proportions within each age range against the figures 

across West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain. Also shown are the percentage changes in population since 2010 for 

each age range, across each of the areas. 
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Source: ONS mid-2013 population estimates, ONS mid-2010 population estimates 2015 estimates calculated [8] [9] [10] 

 

Appendix 4  

Population By Ethnic Group Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

 % % % % 

Asian/Asian British 2.0% 3.5% 5.2% 7.1% 

---Bangladeshi/Indian/Pakistani 0.8% 2.1% 3.2% 5.0% 

---Other Asian 1.1% 1.4% 2.0% 2.1% 

Black 0.5% 0.9% 1.6% 3.1% 

Mixed 1.4% 1.5% 1.9% 2.0% 

---White and Asian 0.6% 0.5% 0.7% 0.6% 

---White and Black (Caribbean/African) 0.5% 0.6% 0.8% 1.0% 

---Other Mixed 0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.5% 

White 96.0% 93.8% 90.7% 86.8% 

---British (or other UK nationality) 92.7% 88.9% 85.2% 81.5% 

---Irish 0.6% 0.7% 0.9% 1.0% 

---Other White 3.2% 4.1% 4.6% 4.4% 

Other ethnic group 0.1% 0.3% 0.6% 0.9% 

Table showing the proportions of different ethnicities in Horsham district, compared with West Sussex, the South East, and 

England and Wales. 

Source: 2011 Census Ethnicity Data – England and Wales, 2011 Census Ethnicity Data – Scotland [4] [40] 

%s are of total population. 

 

 Appendix 5  

Deprivation factor 
Percentage 
Weighting 

Income Deprivation  22.50% 

Employment Deprivation  22.50% 

Education, Skills and Training Deprivation  13.50% 

Health Deprivation and Disability  13.50% 

Crime  9.30% 

Barriers to Housing and Services 9.30% 

Living Environment Deprivation  9.30% 
* In addition to the Index of Multiple Deprivation and the seven domain indices, there are two 
supplementary indices: the Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index and the Income Deprivation 
Affecting Older People Index. 
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Appendix 6 

Crime Statistics Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East England and Wales*^ 

  Total per 1000 Per 1000 per 1000 per 1000 

Total 5250 38.6 52.3 60.0 71.0 

All other theft offences 603 4.4 6.6 7.5 8.0 

Bicycle theft 101 0.7 1.1 1.4 1.0 

Criminal damage and arson 788 5.8 7.3 8.6 9.0 

Domestic burglary 202 1.5 1.5 1.5 3.0 

Drug offences 171 1.3 1.8 2 2.0 

Fraud offences to 2012/13 0 0 0 0 11.0 

Homicide 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 

Miscellaneous crimes against 

society 134 1.0 1 1.1 1.0 

Non-domestic burglary 285 2.1 2.4 3 4.0 

Possession of weapons offences 45 0.3 0.6 0.4 1.0 

Public order offences 398 2.9 4.1 3.6 4.0 

Robbery 22 0.2 0.3 0.4 1.0 

Sexual offences 172 1.3 1.7 1.9 2.0 

Shoplifting 362 2.7 5.0 5.6 6.0 

Theft from the person 32 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.0 

Vehicle offences 347 2.6 3.1 4.6 6.0 

Table showing the number of crimes in Horsham district, in total and per 1000 people, divided into different types of crimes. The 

crime rates per thousand are compared to that of the South East and England and Wales*. 

Source:, ONS crime statistics for England and Wales year ending June 2016 [3] 

Proportions are per 1000 of resident population. 

* Crimes are categorised differently in Scotland so no like-for-like comparison across Great Britain is possible. 

^ Rates per 1000 people are given to the nearest whole number 

 

Appendix 7 

 Qualifications Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

  Actual % % % % 

NVQ4 and above 35,600 45.2% 38.5% 39.8% 37.1% 

NVQ3  13,500 17.1% 18.1% 19.0% 18.7% 

NVQ2  12,400 15.8% 19.3% 18.0% 17.8% 

NVQ1 8,900 11.3% 13.6% 11.7% 11.3% 

Other qualifications 5,200 6.7% 5.0% 5.2% 6.5% 

No qualifications 3,100 3.9% 5.5% 6.3% 8.6% 

Table showing the level of educational qualification of working age residents of Horsham district, with a comparison of the 

proportions at each level with those of West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain. 

Source:, ONS crime statistics for England and Wales year ending June 2016 [3] 

%s are of resident population aged 16-64. 
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Appendix 8 

 Working Age Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

  Actual % % % % 

All people 81,257 59.8% 59.6% 62.2% 63.5% 

---Females 41,577 59.5% 58.9% 61.5% 62.6% 

---Males 39,680 60.1% 60.3% 62.9% 64.1% 

Table showing the number of people between the ages of 16 and 64 in Horsham, in total and by sex, along with a comparison 

of the proportion of the population in this age group with that of West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain.  

Source: ONS mid-2015 population estimates [8] 

%s are of total population, total male population and total female population respectively. 

 

Appendix 9 

 Labour Supply Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

  Actual % % % % 

All economically active 67,700 82.5% 81.7% 80.8% 77.9% 

---In employment 67,200 81.9 79.2% 77.3% 73.8% 

------Employees 52,100 70.84% 67.1% 65.5% 63.1% 

------Self employed 9,100 11.1% 12.0% 11.6% 10.3% 

---Unemployed 2,000 2.9% 2.9% 4.1% 5.1% 

       

---Economically active females 29,400 72.6% 77.3% 75.9% 722% 

------In employment 28,900 71.5% 75.0% 72.5% 69.0% 

---------Employees 25,700 63.2% 66.5% 64.4% 61.8% 

---------Self employed # # 8.4% 7.9% 6.8% 

------Unemployed # # 2.9% 4.3% 5.0% 

       

---Economically active males 38.300 92.5% 86.3% 85.7% 83.1% 

------In employment 38,300 92.5% 83.6% 82.2% 78.7% 

---------Employees 32,400 78.4% 67.7% 66.6% 64.4% 

---------Self employed 5,800 14.1% 15.8% 15.3% 13.9% 

------Unemployed # # 2.9% 4.0% 5.1% 

Table showing the number of economically active people (either in employment or unemployed*) in Horsham district, and 

their employment status, in total and by sex. The proportions of the population are compared with the figures for West 

Sussex, the South East and Great Britain. 

Source: ONS annual population survey, November 2016 [41] 

*This data is taken from the Annual Population Survey and includes those who are actively seeking work, but are not claiming or are not 

eligible for Job-Seekers Allowance. 

# Sample size too small for reliable estimates. 

%s are of total population, total male population and total female population respectively, for 16-64 year old, except for unemployment %s, 

which are of the number of economically active people, males and females respectively. 
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Employee jobs by sector Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

  Actual % % % % 

Total employee jobs 52,000 - 

---Full-time 36,00 69.2% 67.0% 66.6% 69.1% 

---Part-time 17,000 30.8% 33.0% 33.4% 30.9% 

  

---Primary Services (B mining and Quarrying) 10 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 

---Manufacturing (C) 4,000 7.7% 7.0% 6.2% 8.3% 

---Energy and Water (D,E) 650 0.9% 1.3% 1.0% 1.1% 

---Construction (F) 3,000 5.8% 3.9% 4.6% 4.6% 

---Services (G-S) 44,850 85.9% 87.7% 88.1% 85.8% 

------Wholesale and retail (G) 11,000 21.2% 18.4% 16.8% 15.8% 

------Transport storage (H) 1,000 1.9% 7.5% 4.5% 4.7% 

------Accommodation and food services (I) 3,500 6.7% 8.4% 7.4% 7.2% 

------Information and communication (J) 3,000 5.8% 3.9% 6.4% 4.2% 

------Financial/business services (K-N) 12,000 23.1% 21.1% 21.8% 22.6% 

------Public admin, education and health (O-Q) 10,900 20.9% 24.3% 26.4% 26.9% 

------Other services (R-S) 3,250 6.3% 4.1% 4.8% 4.4% 

Table showing the number and proportion of jobs in Horsham district by full-time/part-time and by sector, compared with the 

proportions for West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain. 

Source: ONS business register and employment survey (2016), [32] 

% is a proportion of total employee jobs. Employee jobs excludes self-employed, government-supported trainees and HM Forces. Data excludes 

farm-based agriculture 

 

Appendix 11 

Employment by occupation  Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

  Actual % % % % 

Soc 2010 major group 1-3 37,200 55.4% 48.7% 49.1% 44.9% 

---1 Managers and senior officials 12,300 18.3% 13.6% 11.9% 10.5% 

---2 Professional occupations 15,100 22.5% 18.7% 21.8% 20.0% 

---3 Associate professional & technical 9,800 14.5% 16.4% 15.2% 14.2% 

Soc 2010 major group 4-5 12,100 18.2% 20.8% 20.9% 21.5% 

---4 Administrative & secretarial 6,300 9.4% 11.8% 10.7% 10.5% 

---5 Skilled trades occupations 5,800 8.6% 9.0% 10.2% 10.5% 

Soc 2010 major group 6-7 11,700 17.4% 16.8% 16.1% 16.8% 

---6 Caring, Leisure & other Service occupations 6,400 9.5% 9.6% 9.0% 9.2% 

---7 Sales and customer service occupations 5,300 7.9% 7.2% 7.1% 7.5% 

Soc 2010 major group 8-9 6,200 9.3% 13.7% 13.9% 17.2% 

---8 Process plant & machine operatives # # 5.0% 4.9% 6.4% 

---9 Elementary occupations 4,900 7.4% 8.6% 8.9% 10.7% 

Table showing the occupations of Horsham district residents, and comparing the proportions with those of West Sussex, the 

South East and Great Britain. 

Source: ONS annual population survey January to December 2015, [41] 

Standard Occupational Classification (SOC 2010) - used to classify the type of work performed (job) and the competent performance of the 

tasks and duties (Skill). There are 9 major groups (listed above) which break down into a number of sub groups, minor groups and unit groups. 
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Numbers and percentages are for those aged 16+. %s are a proportion of all persons in employment. 

# Sample size too small for reliable estimates. 

 

 

Appendix 12 

JSA claimants Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

  Actual % % % % 

All people 580 0.7% 1.0% 1.1% 1.8% 

---Females 205 0.5% 0.7% 0.8% 1.4% 

---Males 375 0.9% 1.2% 1.3% 2.3% 

 

---Aged 18-24 120 1.4% 1.8% 1.7% 2.9% 

---Aged 25-49 275 0.7% 1.0% 1.1% 1.8% 

---Aged 50 and over 185 0.6% 0.9% 1.0% 1.5% 

JSA claimants Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

  Actual % % % % 

---Duration: Up to 6 months 455 0.5% 0.7% 0.8% 1.2% 

---Duration: Over 6 up to 12 months 50 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 

---Duration: Over 12 months 75 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 

Table showing the number of Jobseekers’ Allowance claimants in total and by sex, age and duration of claim. Percentages are 

compared with those of West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain. 

Source: ONS claimant count – rates, age and durations with proportions (October 2016), [13] [14] 

%s for all people, males and females are proportions of claimant count + workforce jobs total for all people, males and females respectively. 

%s for age ranges are proportions of resident population of the same age. 

%s for durations are proportions of all residents aged 18 to 64. 

 

Appendix 13 

Tenure - Households Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

  Actual % % % % 

All Residents in Households 128,633 - 

---Private ownership 97,988 76.2% 71.3% 68.5% 65.1% 

---Social Rented 13,907 10.8% 12.5% 13.1% 16.8% 

---Private rented 14,405 11.2% 14.3% 16.4% 16.4% 

---Living rent free 1,591 1.2% 1.1% 1.0% 1.1% 

Table showing the number and proportion of Horsham district residents living under different housing tenures, compared with 

the proportions for West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain. 

Source: 2011 Census Tenure Data – England and Wales, 2011 Census Tenure Data – Scotland [24] [25] 

%s are of all residents in households. 
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Appendix 14 

Gross weekly pay by workplace Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

Full-time workers £520.60 £512.00 £566.00 £540.20 

---Female full-time workers £504.10 £450.00 £497.80 £480.80 

---Male full-time workers £534.90 £551.60 £611.50 £580.60 

Table showing the median gross weekly earnings of people working in Horsham district, compared with West Sussex, the 

South East and Great Britain. 

Source: Annual survey of hours and earnings – workplace analysis (2014) [16], [17] 

Gross weekly pay by residence Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

Full-time workers £620.00 £557.20 £582.00 £538.70 

---Female full-time workers £514.40 £469.20 £512.30 £480.50 

---Male full-time workers £687.90 £605.90 £634.50 £577.80 

Table showing the median gross weekly earnings of Horsham district residents, compared with West Sussex, the South East 

and Great Britain. 

Source: Annual survey of hours and earnings – resident analysis (2016), [41] 

 Appendix 15 

Gross Value added: GVA measures the contribution to the economy of each individual producer, 

industry or sector in the United Kingdom. ONS Archive.  

 

Appendix 16 

Inbound Commuters Horsham Horsham Chichester Mid Sussex 

  2011 Actual % 2011 % 2001 % 2011 % 2001 % 2011 % 2001 

Total in-commuters (live outside, 

work inside the district) 
16,728 32.9% 29.0% 43.0% 35.5% 36.9% 35.1% 

---Travel to work by private vehicle 15,099 90.2% 91.8% 80.2% 88.5% 76.7% 87.7% 

---Travel to work by public transport 1,174 7.0% 5.7% 15.4% 8.3% 17.1% 9.6% 

---Travel to work on foot or cycle 403 2.4% 2.1% 3.7% 3.0% 5.1% 2.3% 

Table showing the number and proportion of jobs within Horsham district performed by non-residents, compared with the 

proportions for Chichester and Mid Sussex. Also shown are the statistics for how these inbound commuters travel to work. 

Source: 2011 Census Residence and place of work data, 2001 Census UK travel flows 

% in-commuters is the proportion of those working within the district that commute from another location. 

Travel to work % is the percentage of all in-commuters. 

Outbound Commuters Horsham Horsham Chichester Mid Sussex 

  2011 Actual % 2011 % 2001 % 2011 % 2001 % 2011 % 2001 

Total out-commuters (live inside, 

work outside the district) 
26,688 40.1% 39.2% 30.1% 29.6% 43.8% 43.4% 

---Travel to work by private vehicle 21,837 81.8% 85.0% 80.2% 85.7% 70.6% 75.2% 

---Travel to work by public transport 4,330 16.2% 13.4% 15.4% 10.8% 27.1% 23.0% 

---Travel to work on foot or cycle 460 1.7% 1.4% 3.7% 3.2% 2.1% 1.5% 

Table showing the number and proportion of Horsham district residents in employment that work outside the district, 

compared with the proportions for Chichester and Mid Sussex. Also shown are the statistics for how these outbound 
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commuters travel to work. 

Source: 2011 Census Residence and place of work data, 2001 Census UK travel flows [28] [29] 

% out-commuters is the proportion of residents in employment that commute to another location. 

Travel to work % is the percentage of all out-commuters. 

 

Appendix 17 

Live and Work Within the District Horsham Horsham Chichester Mid Sussex 

  2011 Actual % 2011 % 2001 % 2011 % 2001 % 2011 % 2001 

Total who live and work in the district 34,096 51.2% 55.6% 60.2% 64.2% 48.1% 51.7% 

---Work mainly at home 9,683 14.5% 11.1% 16.2% 12.7% 13.0% 10.2% 

---Commute within the area 24,413 36.7% 44.5% 43.9% 51.5% 35.0% 1.5% 

------Travel to work by private vehicle 17,176 70.3% 58.4% 64.7% 54.8% 66.8% 57.1% 

------Travel to work by public transport 1,045 4.3% 3.5% 4.2% 2.9% 4.8% 3.5% 

------Travel to work on foot or cycle 6,147 25.2% 17.7% 30.8% 21.9% 28.2% 19.3% 

Table showing the number and proportion of Horsham district residents in employment that work inside the district, either at 

home or at another workplace, compared with the proportions for Chichester and Mid Sussex. Also shown are the statistics 

for how those who commute to a workplace within the district travel there. 

Source: 2011 Census Residence and place of work data, 2001 Census UK travel flows [28] [29] 

% living/working is the proportion of residents in employment. 

Travel to work % is the percentage of all those commuting within the district. 

The percentages for total living and working in the district and out-commuting do not add up to 100% as one might expect. This is because 

some workers are categorised as “other” if they have no fixed place of work or work outside the country. 

 

Appendix 18 

 Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

 Number + / - Number + / - Number + / - Number + / - 

Active in 2009 6,965 -0.5% 34,535 0.2% 375,595 0.7% 2,282,200 0.7% 

Active in 2010 6,875 -1.3% 34,500 -0.1% 377,315 0.5% 2,292,440 0.4% 

Active in 2011 6,810 -0.9% 34,290 -0.6% 376,380 -0.2% 2,285,225 -0.3% 

Active in 2012 6,860 0.7% 34,535 0.7% 380,620 1.1% 2,316,705 1.4% 

Active in 2013 7,065 2.9% 35,080 1.6% 389,710 2.4% 2,392,965 3.3% 

Active in 2014 7,365 4.2% 36,155 3.1% 403,070 3.4% 2,495,650 4.3% 

Active in 2015 7,560 2.6% 37,415 3.5% 420,275 4.3% 2,615,965 4.8% 

Table showing the number of active VAT-registered businesses in Horsham, West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain, 

recorded between 2009 and 2012. Also shown are the percentage changes from year to year. 

Source: ONS - Business Demography 2008 to 2015 [32] 

% changes are the changes from the previous year as a proportion of the total in the first year. 

 

Appendix 19 

Business Survival Years of registration Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

Died first year 2010-2014 12.2% 12.7% 8.0% 13.0% 

Died second year 2010-2013 13.0% 12.7% 16.0% 14.5% 
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Died third year 2010-2012 13.1% 15.6% 14.0% 15.4% 

Died fourth year 2010-2011 10.4% 9.2% 9.3% 9.0% 

Died fifth year 2010 8.7% 6.5% 7.3% 6.7% 

Table showing the rates of survival for businesses in Horsham, West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain. Earlier year 

survival rates are based on more businesses and are therefore more reliable. 

Source: ONS - Business Demography 2016 [32] 

 

Appendix 20 

Microbiz: set up by Horsham District Council to support small businesses and new start-up 

businesses run since 2003. 

Appendix 21 

Business Size by Employee Horsham Horsham West Sussex South East Great Britain 

  Actual % % % % 

0-9 6,655 90.7% 89.6% 89.8% 89.2% 

10-49 590 8.0% 8.7% 8.3% 8.9% 

50-249 75 1.0% 1.4% 1.5% 1.6% 

250+ 15 0.2% 0.3% 0.4% 0.4% 

Table showing the numbers and proportions of businesses of different sizes within Horsham district, compared with the 

proportions in West Sussex, the South East and Great Britain. 

Source: ONS - UK Business Counts – Enterprises, November 2016 [13] [14] 

 

Appendix 22 

Month and year Percentage change 

Nov-15 -1.60% 

Dec-15 -5.00% 

Jan-16 2.90% 

Feb-16 -2.70% 

Mar-16 -2.50% 

Apr-16 -2.60% 

May-16 -3.20% 

Jun-16 -2.10% 

Jul-16 -2.10% 

Aug-16 -2.40% 

Sep-16 -1.20% 

Oct-16 -2.70% 

Source: UK Shopper Trak – UK Retail Statistics [38] 
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